The garden is structured by slender rebarpillars organized in a 120x120cm grid,
partly covered by 10x10cm steel meshes.
The “walls” are made of 20x20cm steel
meshes, which will be used to hang the
plants on the green side.

On the “solid” side of the garden the
furniture (benches and slides) has
its 10x10cm metallic mesh structure
exposed, while the ones placed on the
green courtyard (the “void”) is wood
coated. The slide ramp and the seat of the
benches are made of plywood.

Playground Garden
How to celebrate the pleasures of life outdoors? If
nature is an indeﬁnitely changeable term and best
seen when it means a contrast to something that
is not part of nature itself, then we need something
that can be considered its opposite to address it.

Similarly, we believe that to really
appreciate the outside, we need to
recall the experience of the inside.
The Playground Garden is a space that
encourages this exposure of opposites,
this inside/outside tension, this solid/
void contrast.
But it also supports diverse outdoors activities: in
it you can rest and play, walk and wander, sit and
slide. It is a project designed to house simultaneous
uses, imagined for its potential as an instigator
of various possibilities in one single place: a
landscape dichotomy, a contrast between a solid
and a void that arouses people’s curiosity about the
playground.
A planar garden that poses one timely question:
what part of the garden will the visitors prefer? The
“outside” (void) or the “inside” (solid)?
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The chosen species for the
green walls is the Tillandsia
usneoides, that will display
vertical plans with rippled, wild,
aerated volumes. Also known
as Spanish moss, this plant
is an epiphyte which absorbs
nutrients and water from the
air and rainfall.

The “solid” half of the garden, its rich overlapping of steel meshes alluding to an internal space.

The “void” half of the garden, its open courtyard inviting the users to slide and/or rest on the grass.

The plants and meshes work as an element that ﬁlters environments without
compartmentalizing them, providing layers that overlap each other to
generate unprecedented visual effects.

